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Blockdata, a CB Insights company, to accelerate
Dusk Network adoption
Market intelligence platform Blockdata, recently acquired by CB Insights, is

expanding its operations in pursuit of their ultimate goal - “to reduce friction

between enterprise and supplier.” This means more visibility for Dusk Network.

Blockdata helps all manner of companies find suitable blockchain solutions by cutting through

the marketing noise. By carefully vetting blockchain providers such as Dusk Network, they’re

able to serve their customers with Digital Ledger Technology that fits their purpose.

Blockdata was recently acquired by CB Insights - a major technology insights platform used by

international corporations such as Microsoft, Nestle, SalesForce, and others. This acquisition

has enabled a major expansion in Blockdata’s operations, which is set to significantly benefit

Dusk Network’s visibility among enterprises in search of blockchain solutions.

On the topic of their 12-month goal, Jonathan Knegtel, GM of Blockdata,
explains: “The driving force behind what we do is our desire to accelerate
blockchain adoption and understanding. You can expect a content series after
our launch in April, and continued build-out of our platform to make it an even
more robust place for companies to show off their developments. Simply put
we are ready to connect the dots between the supply and demand sides of the
global blockchain market.”

We’re excited to be on the ground floor of their expansion.

Dusk Network & Blockdata
Our profile on Blockdata will provide us with a number of advantages in the industry, such as

inclusion in their optimized search engine for vendors, ecosystem insights catering to

specialized markets, and more.
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ABOUT DUSK NETWORK

Dusk Network is an open source blockchain for financial applications. Data protection and privacy-preservation
play a major role in Dusk Network, as well as its design for regulatory compliance. The blockchain is eco-friendly,
thanks to its Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism; a novel and efficient method of reaching agreement on the
current state of the global ledger. Notably, the blockchain supports privacy-friendly smart contracts. Companies
use the Dusk Network to power financial applications, issue tokens, trade and collaborate on a global scale.
Dusk Network is built by a team of experts from Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

One of the first major steps to increase our visibility is for Dusk Network’s enhanced profile to

feature on the technology intelligence platform, detailing the intricacies and benefits our DLT

provides corporations. Major enterprises will be able to learn about Dusk Network technology

quickly through the Blockdata platform, which is backed by the extensive CB Insights network.

Dusk Network is among the first cohort of blockchain solutions to be
highlighted on their new platform. You can directly view Dusk’s profile here.

About BlockData

Blockdata is a market intelligence platform for blockchain and other distributed ledger

technology (DLT). The company was founded in early 2018 as a means to create a resource of

information regarding blockchain projects and their technology. Blockdata set out to do due

diligence and provide corporations with informed suggestions regarding DLT solutions.

About CB InsightsCB Insights is a business analytics platform and global database that provides

market intelligence on private companies and investor activities, backed by a global network of

intelligence analysts, executives and startups.

About Dusk Network

Dusk Network is the privacy blockchain for financial applications. Dusk Network envisions a

financial industry that embraces innovation and provides equal opportunity for any

organization to secure capital, trade assets and access a full spectrum of financial services.

Companies use the Dusk Network blockchain to issue tokens, trade and collaborate via smart

contracts. 
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